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Introduction  

1. We’ve heard a very thorough and interesting presentation about the Lender 
Responsibility Principles. Given this, I think it is worthwhile to extend my brief a bit 
and discuss some of the other important recent changes to New Zealand’s consumer 
credit law – the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act (2003).  

2. So, in addition to the Lender Responsibility Principles, I will also discuss: 

2.1 the new purpose statement of the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance 
Amendment Act (2014) – as this is helpful in understanding the purpose of all 
the changes;  

2.2 new disclosure rules; 

2.3 new rules for how fees may be charged; 

2.4 new rules for charging default interest; 

2.5 new repossession rules; and  

2.6 the increase in penalties and the introduction of infringement notices.  

3. These changes are important as they are a clear signal from Parliament that 
consumer protection is at the forefront of this legislation – with enhanced consumer 
protection achieved by setting new, stricter, rules for disclosure, fees and 
repossession and harsher penalties for breaches. It is also a clear signal that creditors 
must lift their game, through these new provisions and the introduction of the 
Lender Responsibility Principles.  

4. Of course, there is a raft of other changes included in the Amendment Act which 
time does not permit me to cover today. And please note, while the Credit Contracts 
and Consumer Finance Amendment Act passed in June this year, the vast majority of 
these changes will come into force no later than 6 June 2015, twelve months after 
Royal Assent was granted.  

5. For clarity, throughout this presentation I’ll refer to the Credit Contracts and 
Consumer Finance Act as it currently applies as the current Act or the current law. I’ll 
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refer to the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act after the Amendment Act 
changes come into force as the new Act.  

Lender Responsibility Principles 

Why do we need Lender Responsibility Principles?  

6. Turning back to the Lender Responsibility Principles,1 as Victoria pointed out in her 
presentation, these principles are one of the key changes to the law.  

7. The Lender Responsibility Principles are consistent with other financial sector 
reforms such as the Financial Advisers Act (2008) and the Financial Markets Conduct 
Act (2013). These laws impose statutory duties of care on financial advisers and 
other financial market participants. These financial sector laws are aimed at 
improving protection for consumers that are investors. The new lender 
responsibilities introduce similar protections for consumers who are borrowers.  

8. And to give you a sense of the practical application of these principles, I thought it 
would be useful to start with two examples of the kinds of conduct we routinely see 
in our work in the credit market that could well fall foul of the Lender Responsibility 
Principles.  

Giving a guarantee for another person’s loan (often a relative)  

9. ‘I’ll only get the loan if it is guaranteed. It’s just your name dear, you won’t have to 
pay anything, just your name and sign for it’.  This was the explanation a mother 
desperate for a $28,000 consolidated loan gave to her daughter. The daughter 
agreed, having felt the pressure to support her mother. When she went to the office 
to sign the documents, the lender asked only if she was willing to be a guarantor 
assuming she knew what it meant. She didn’t understand the full implications until 
her mother defaulted and couldn’t repay, and she had to start paying for her 
mother’s loan which by that stage had grown to $53,000. 

10. This is an unfortunate but common scenario. Assumptions are not only made by 
borrowers, but by lenders too.  

11. The lender has done nothing to breach the current law in this example. The current 
Act simply places no obligation on the lender to ensure guarantors know what they 
are signing up to. 

12. The Lender Responsibility Principles will place new responsibilities on lenders as to 
what they must do when taking a guarantee – to ensure that the guarantor is making 
an informed decision and is reasonably aware of the full implications of giving the 
guarantee.2  

                                                      
1
  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act (2014), s 9. 

2
  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act (2014), s 9. 
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Taking out a loan to buy a car 

13. We’re aware of a situation where a man bought a used car from a South Auckland 
car dealer that he needed for his new job. The man already had significant debt that 
he was struggling to repay. The price on the car was $14,000. But after nearly five 
thousand dollars in fees and 28% interest were added over a four year term the car 
was going to cost him over double this amount – just under $30,000. He questioned 
this, but the lender reminded him of his less than ideal credit score, implying he 
would struggle to get credit elsewhere.  

14. Because of his existing debt problems, the weekly payments of around $140.00 were 
unsustainable for him. He soon defaulted, incurring further fees and interest and was 
then unable to catch up. Eventually the car was repossessed and sold for less than 
$5000. He still had a loan of over $20,000 to pay off, no car and the prospect of 
losing his job.   

15. Again, this lender did nothing that would constitute a breach of the current law. But, 
the Lender Responsibility Principles will place new responsibilities on lenders to 
make reasonable enquiries to ensure that the borrower will be able to make the 
payments under the agreement without suffering substantial hardship.3 So, in cases 
such as this, we think it unlikely that a responsible lender would have extended 
credit to this borrower without first satisfying itself that he had the ability to make 
repayments without substantial hardship. 

We support the Lender Responsibility Principles 

16. These examples should give you an understanding of why the Commission supports 
the introduction of these principles. We see them as an important new protection 
for New Zealand consumers. In our view, if these principles are successfully applied, 
they will fill a number of gaps that we currently see in consumer credit law, including 
the kinds of conduct covered in the examples above. 

17. We see the principles as imposing a minimum standard of behaviour across the 
industry that all creditors must meet. 

The primary purpose of the Act is consumer protection  

18. The current Act has been amended to make explicit that consumer protection will be 
the primary purpose of the new Act.4 This is an important amendment, as it means 
that all of the provisions of the new Act should be interpreted in a way consistent 
with this purpose.  

19. Of course, as with the current Act, consumer protection isn’t the sole purpose of the 
new Act. Other key purposes of the new Act include promoting the confident and 
informed participation in markets for credit by consumers.5  

                                                      
3
  Ibid. 

4
  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act (2014), s 4. 

5
  Ibid. 
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Earlier and better disclosure 

20. One change consistent with the consumer protection purpose is the amendment 
requiring earlier and better disclosure of key information to borrowers.  

21. Disclosure is the information that a creditor must provide to a borrower at the 
beginning and during the life of a credit contract. The Credit Contracts and Consumer 
Finance Act has always had a strong focus on disclosure. 

22. In our experience, most creditors have complied with the current Act’s disclosure 
requirements. But, many debtors still do not understand the true cost or many of the 
key terms of their loans. Current disclosure requirements have not been effective in 
providing consumers with easy access to key information about their loans before 
they enter into those loans. 

Key changes in the Amendment Act 

23. Under the current law a creditor has up to five days after the contract is entered into 
in which to make disclosure.6 Under the new law, initial disclosure of the key terms 
of the contract must occur before a consumer credit contract is entered into.7  

24. This is clearly a key change intended to protect consumers. Creditors who fail to 
disclose required information will be unable to enforce their contracts. This means 
they cannot take enforcement action, or recover fees, interest or other charges.  

25. The new Act also adds standing disclosure to the existing disclosure requirements.8 
This means lenders must, when requested, provide a copy of standard form contract 
terms and information about costs of borrowing, free of charge. 

26. Lenders will be required to display this information prominently on any website they 
have. If they are operating from business premises they have to display a notice 
which clearly states that this information is available on request.9  

Fees 

Purpose of the fees provisions 

27. The fees provisions are central to the operation of the current law. They have also 
been the provisions that the Commission has grappled with the most.  

28. But before discussing the changes to the fees provisions in the Amendment Act, I 
want to provide some background about the intention behind the fees provisions.   

29. Implicitly, the current Act allows a creditor to recover its costs and profit in two 
ways: through fees and interest.  

                                                      
6
  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act (2003), s 17. 

7
  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act (2014), s 15. 

8
  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act (2014), s 9. 

9
  Ibid. 
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30. Starting with interest, there are few restrictions about how interest can be charged.  
A creditor is entitled to set its own interest rate constrained only by competitive 
forces. On the other hand, the fees provisions restrict the fees that a creditor can 
charge. Under the Act, fees must not be unreasonable, and must be connected to 
the reasonable costs incurred by the lender in providing the credit. 

31. The combination of unfettered interest rates and reasonable fees was designed to 
provide greater transparency about the cost of credit. This allows customers to shop 
around and compare the different costs of credit, based on the headline interest 
rate. It was not intended that the borrower would need to undertake a detailed 
analysis of the fees attached to different lenders’ offerings in the market.   

32. The Act recognises number of different types of fees. Different rules apply to each. 
But, I don’t intend to go into great detail about the differences between these types 
of fees. Of most importance to today’s discussion is the common requirement that 
all fees charged under the Act must not be unreasonable.  

33. Fees have always been a contentious part of the Credit Contracts and Consumer 
Finance Act, with creditors taking a variety of conflicting approaches to calculating 
these fees. Unsurprisingly, in our experience, some creditors have interpreted these 
provisions in ways that enable them to enhance their profits. The Commission issued 
draft Credit Fees Guidelines in 2010 in an attempt to provide guidance to creditors. 
But, those Guidelines did not have the desired effect. We continued to see a number 
of creditors charging what we thought were unreasonable fees. So we took action. 

34. The most high profile case is Commerce Commission v Sportzone Motorcycles and 
Motor Trade Finance.10 In that case the Commission alleged that various fees were 
unreasonable, because the amounts charged exceeded the creditor’s recoverable 
costs. In other words, the Commission argued that the creditors could not profit 
from fees.  

35. The High Court Decision (Toogood J) was delivered on 27 September 2013 (See 
Attachment 1 for further details). There are two key points that assist in determining 
whether an establishment or other credit fee will be reasonable: 

35.1 fees must only recover a creditors costs; and 

35.2 the costs recovered in a fee must be sufficiently close and relevant to the 
activity for which the fee is charged (e.g. loan establishment, account 
maintenance etc.) that it can reasonably be said that the cost was incurred in 
connection with or in relation to the relevant matter. 

36. This judgment is under appeal, with a Court of Appeal hearing in November.  

Clarification of how reasonable standards of commercial practice are to apply to fees 

37. One of the interesting changes to the fees provisions is the amendment to the 
current section 44, which deals with the reasonableness of default and other credit 

                                                      
10

  Commerce Commission v Sportzone Motorcycles and Motor Trade Finance [2013] NZHC 2531. 
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fees (that is every credit fee other than an establishment fee). The current section 44 
allows the Court to take account of reasonable standards of commercial practice 
when assessing the reasonableness of the fee.  

38. There has been much debate as to what this means, with many creditors arguing 
that they could recover otherwise unreasonable fees (including profit making fees) 
because this accorded with a reasonable standard of commercial practice.  

39. Parliament has now made it clear that this will not be the case. It will not, as we have 
seen mentioned elsewhere, allow creditors to recover a profit from fees. Quite the 
opposite, we think it will act as a further filter that fees must pass through to 
determine whether they are reasonable.  It is then possible that a fee that otherwise 
meets the Sportzone test for close relevance and cost allocation could nonetheless 
still be unreasonable, because it does not accord with a reasonable standard of 
commercial practice. For example, where a cost allocated to fees is grossly inflated, 
the fee could fail on this reasonable standards test.  

Prepayment fees can only be charged on fixed rate loans 

40. Prepayment fees are those fees which are charged by lenders on early repayment of 
a loan.  

41. The new Act confirms that lenders will only be able to charge prepayment fees (more 
commonly called break fees) on fixed rate loans, not variable rate loans.11 We have 
always thought that this was the case, and so did most creditors, but we 
encountered creditors who sought to justify break fees charged on early prepayment 
of variable rate loans. So this amendment clarifies the situation. 

42. Otherwise, the new law leaves the prepayment fee provisions unchanged, so the 
Courts’ decision in Commerce Commission v Avanti Finance12 remains a useful guide 
to the approach creditors may take to these fees.  

Interest 
 

No changes to the rules for ordinary interest 

43. There are no specific changes to the law relating to ordinary interest. The 
Government discussed whether or not to introduce interest caps, but decided not to. 
Consequently there is no limit on the interest rate that a creditor can charge. An 
interesting question arises as to whether, and if so, how, compliance with the Lender 
Responsibility principles may affect interest rates. (I note there is a general rule that 
contracts should not be oppressive.) 

Changes to the rules for default interest 

44. However, the law relating to default interest will change. 

                                                      
11

  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act (2014), s 30. 
12

  Commerce Commission v Avanti Finance Ltd(2009) 9 NZBLC 102, 662. 
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44.1 A default interest rate will only be able to be applied to the amount in default 
(not to the whole balance of a loan).13  

44.2 An “anti-acceleration” clause has also been introduced.14 If a consumer credit 
contract includes a provision that if the debtor defaults and the loan can be 
called up, the default interest rate will not be charged on any amounts that 
become repayable early. 

45. Default (or penalty) interest has been a key cause of problematic debt. In our 
experience, borrowers can quickly find their debt spirals out of control because of 
default interest. This is because, under the existing law, creditors can charge default 
interest on the whole of the outstanding balance following default. For example, 
where a debtor missed a $100 payment on a loan with a $5,000 balance, default 
interest accrues on the $5,000 balance.  

46. Creditors will not be able to do this anymore. The new Act prevents creditors 
charging default interest on an amount greater than the amount of the default. So 
now, using my example, the creditor can charge penalty interest on the $100 missed 
payment only. We expect this change to be unpopular with some lenders, but we 
also expect this change to greatly improve the situations of those who fall behind on 
payments.  

New repossession rules 

47. One of the most important changes to protect consumers is the updating of New 
Zealand’s repossession laws, and their inclusion in the new Act. We hope the 
overhaul of repossession laws will put an end to the many problematic repossession 
and debt collection practices we have encountered over the years. In particular, we 
see the Commission’s ability to bring proceedings for unlawful repossession conduct 
as being crucial to the effectiveness of the new Act. The current law, the Credit 
(Repossession) Act (1997), could not be enforced by the Commission. Where we saw 
problems occurring, we have tried to fix them using the Fair Trading Act. 

48. The Credit (Repossession) Act will be repealed and rules governing when, how, and 
what can be repossessed, will be included in the new Credit Contracts and Consumer 
Finance Act. The Commission will be enforcing these provisions.  

49. The Amendment Act will introduce a range of new provisions around repossession. 

49.1 Lenders must use a licenced repossession agent to carry out any repossession 
action, and a range of offences for repossession agents will be introduced.15  

49.2 Lenders will not be able to use ‘essential’ consumer goods (such as beds, 
stoves, washing machines, medical equipment) as security.16 These are crucial 
consumer protections. 

                                                      
13

  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act (2014), s 28. 
14

  Ibid. 
15

  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment (2014), s 51. 
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50. Lenders will not be able to repossess a good unless it has been specifically identified 
in the credit contract.17 Currently all present and future acquired goods can be 
repossessed. This change will make ALLPAAP (all present and after acquired 
property) clauses ineffective for the purpose of enforcing consumer credit contracts.  

51. We see these as being very important changes. As I mentioned, the Commission has 
encountered a large number of problematic debt enforcement practices in recent 
years, and where we can, we take Fair Trading Act action. 

52. For example, in 2013 the Commerce Commission issued a ‘Stop Now’ letter to two 
related finance companies asking them to stop repossessing, or asserting a right to 
repossess, consumer goods where the applicable loan contract did not provide them 
with a right to do so.18  

53. Also in 2013, we entered into a settlement with a collection agent under which the 
agent refunded more than $4 million to affected debtors.19 The agent had charged 
fees and other charges to debtors after the creditor had earlier taken enforcement 
action. That is prohibited, as once enforcement action is taken no further charges 
can be added to the debt. 

54. But this collection agent is not an outlier in the industry. The agent told us that it did 
not know that what it was doing was unlawful, and it was in fact only doing what 
many other debt collectors do.  

55. And when contacted by the Commission, the agent demonstrated a real desire to do 
the right thing. It dealt with the Commission responsibly and, by settling and paying 
the agreed compensation, ensured that its customers were not harmed by their 
conduct. 

56. So we think most involved in the repossession industry do want to comply with the 
law and we see this new law as a real opportunity for those involved in the debt 
collection industry to reacquaint themselves with their legal obligations. And for 
those who deliberately flout the law, we see these new laws as giving the 
Commission the necessary powers to take effective action. 

Higher penalties, and infringement notices  

57. And finally, but equally importantly, the new law has sharper teeth. 

58. We think penalties are clearly insufficient to deter some creditors from breaching the 
current Act.  We were concerned that some creditors consider breaches of the 
current Act to be a cost of business. A number of creditors have come to the 
Commission’s attention more than once in relation to possible breaches of the Act. 

                                                                                                                                                                     
16

  Ibid. 
17

  Ibid. 
18

  www.comcom.govt.nz/the-commission/media-centre/media-releases/detail/2013/commerce-
commission-issues-stop-now-letter-to-finance-companies. 

19
  www.comcom.govt.nz/the-commission/media-centre/media-releases/detail/2013/baycorp-settlement-

puts-credit-industry-on-notice.  
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59. Maximum penalties for an offence under the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance 
Act will align with those under the Fair Trading Act ($200,000 for an individual and 
$600,000 for a company).20 This will provide a more effective deterrent to creditors 
contemplating breaching the Act. 

60. The maximum statutory damages will increase to $6,000 and this will also provide a 
more effective deterrent.  

61. The Commerce Commission will be able to issue infringement notices requiring 
creditors to pay an infringement fee for minor straight forward breaches.21 For 
example, failure to comply with a request for a copy of a creditor’s standard form 
contract terms. 

62. More serious offending will still to lead to a conviction under section 103. 

Conclusion 

63. We welcome the introduction of the Lender Responsibility Principles, supported by 
an effective Code. We think this is a key innovation which should result in much 
needed improvements to lender practices across the board.  

64. In addition, a range of other measures in the new Act will strengthen consumer 
protection:  

64.1 The new purpose statement of the Amendment Act - which is important in 
understanding the purpose the new changes are seeking to achieve. 

64.2 New disclosure rules - which requires key information to be given earlier, 
with sterner consequences if a creditor breaks these rules. 

64.3 New rules for charging fees - which are intended to clarify a complex area of 
the law, including by clarifying that fees are not a source of profit. 

64.4 New rules for charging default interest. 

64.5 New repossession rules - which will see the Credit Repossession Act recast 
and included in the principal Act. 

65. We also welcome the ability for the Courts to hand down greater penalties and the 
introduction of infringement notices as an extra enforcement tool for us in enforcing 
the more straightforward breaches.   

66. For our part, we look forward to enforcing and providing guidance to our 
stakeholders for a much strengthened law to achieve the primary purpose of the Act 
– protecting consumers’ interests.   

  

                                                      
20

  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act (2014), s 68. 
21

  Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act (2014), s 70. 
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Attachment 1: Summary of recent judicial guidance on credit fees issues22 

CC v Sportzone Motorcycles Limited & MTF  

Introduction 

The recent MTF/Sportzone decision records the current legal position on key aspects of the 
fees provisions of the CCCFA. The judgment is summarised below.  

Readers should note that the judgment is under appeal, and the CCCFA is currently subject 
to law reform. The law on these issues may change. 

Costs must be closely relevant to the activity for which the fee is charged 

Costs recovered in a fee must be sufficiently close and relevant to the activity for which the 
fee is charged (e.g. loan establishment, account maintenance etc.) that it can reasonably be 
said that the cost was incurred in connection with or in relation to the relevant matter. 

This test applies to all fees charged under sections 42, 43 or 44 of the CCCFA. 

Establishment fees must relate to the cost of establishing the particular loan 

In assessing whether an establishment fee is reasonable, the Court will consider whether 
the establishment fee charged in a particular transaction is reasonable, not whether the 
lender’s fees in general are reasonable.  

Fees must not seek to recover costs unrelated to a credit transaction 

Costs recovered by a fee must relate to the particular credit transaction and not to any 
other aspect of the creditor’s business. For example, Sportzone sold motorcycles and sought 
to recover costs related to the sale of motorcycles through fees. The Court said those costs 
cannot be recovered in a fee – they were motorcycle sale costs, not costs of extending 
credit.   

For Sportzone as the seller of motorcycles, general overhead costs that cannot be recovered 
in fees can be recovered in the sale price of the motorcycle. For the finance company, such 
general overhead costs for the business of lending can be recovered in the interest rate. 

The Court will apply cost accounting principles when assessing a fee 

The Court found it appropriate to use a cost accounting approach rather than an economic 
analysis when identifying whether a ‘cost’ can properly be included in a fee. It said that fees 
charged should be assessed against the variable costs of the activity giving rise to the fee. 
These are the costs that change in proportion to the volume of that activity, such as 
salesperson commission or credit check fees. By comparison, fixed costs such as head office 
running costs and insurance costs are incurred irrespective of the fee-related activities and 
should not be recovered in fees. 

                                                      
22

  Available on the Commerce Commission website at http://www.comcom.govt.nz/consumer-
credit/guidelines-for-credit-fees/.  

http://www.comcom.govt.nz/consumer-credit/guidelines-for-credit-fees/
http://www.comcom.govt.nz/consumer-credit/guidelines-for-credit-fees/
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How may a creditor allocate its costs to an establishment fee? 

The Court suggested the following approach to cost allocation was appropriate: 

 Assess the time taken by the responsible employee(s) to consider process and 
document each loan. 

 Allocate the employer’s total cost of remuneration (including salary and other 
benefits). 

 Allocate this total cost of remuneration to the time taken to establish the loan. This 
should provide an indicative range for the fee. 

 In appropriate cases it may be reasonable to add other variable costs that can be 
causally linked to loan establishment and/or fixed direct costs other than employee 
remuneration, e.g. IT costs properly referable to establishment activities. 

 

Other interesting aspects of this decision  

Separate disclosure of third party fees 

The Court found that third party fees such as Baycorp credit check fees do not have to be 
separated out from the establishment fee. As long as they are closely related to establishing 
the loan, disclosure of the establishment fee is sufficient. 

Description of fees 

The Court found that the creditors’ use of the descriptions ‘establishment fee’ and ‘account 
maintenance fee’ were not misleading in breach of the Fair Trading Act, notwithstanding 
that those fees recovered costs that did not closely relate to establishment or account 
maintenance.  

 


